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Across

2. dangerous actions done while 

driving

5. When you accelarate the gas too 

much

6. A turn where you turn left, 

reversing to the right then move foward

10. When parts of a train work together 

as the driver releases the clutch

12. A sign that gives direction by 

symbols not words

14. When you brake a on or more 

wheels lock

17. Whats is the energy of motion?

18. What is traction or friction?

19. When your hands in wheel dont 

cross when turning or changing lanes

21. When the car moves backward or 

foward

22. The thing where you enter a 

freeway

24. When you can see at a far distance

25. The braking system that prevents 

the car's brakes from locking when they 

are pressed abrubtly

26. A safe space b/w cars

27. The device that tells you the 

distance you have traveled in your car

Down

1. A spot where the driver in front of 

you, cant see you

3. Driving very close behind a car

4. When you can see from your right 

or left side of eye

7. see limited acces expressway

8. Law the states you have to have 

licensing etc.

9. When something is in motion

11. A bad feeling cause by too much 

physical and mental use

13. A speed limit that cant be 

exceeded

15. Loss control of a vehicles directon

16. When something has a low freezing 

point

20. How much alcohol is in a person 

body

23. Driving with an intention to hurt 

others


